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APRIL RAINBOW FESTIVAL
This event is being held on Sunday
2nd April in conjunction with a
small reunion for old flying aces
from Biggin Hill who are getting
fewer as the years go by. This
demonstration is due to take place
at 1300 hours outside the Pilots
HOUD
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Pals Bar
airfield
side ……...

rainbow which generally lasts for
less than a minute. If there is
insufficient sunshine we have an
artificial light set up consisting of
a very large diabolical mirror
mounted on a flatbed truck and 66
100 watt halogen lamps from a
well known 4 X 4 vehicle. This
equipment is set up at a precise

Two aviation experts explained to
our reporter how it all works.. The
feasibility of making this natural
phenomenon a regular feature at Air
Shows etc., is quite simple they say.
Small steam vapour jets emitting
invisible steam into the atmosphere
are placed around the perimeter of
the airfield or fairground as the case
maybe. This vapour will increase
the humidity already present to the
correct level for seeing a rainbow.
As we all know a certain amount of
sunshine to produce a natural

angle emitting a beam of light and
will produce this magnificent
effect as good as the real thing.
These two experts explained they
are carrying out experiments at
night but a the time of going to
press they were having some
technical problems. There will be
ample ales on sale and small
canopies available for those
interested
parties
in
this
wonderful technical achievement.
Patent rights have been applied
for and are subject to approval.
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WATER
LANDINGS
Ok, ok you’ve proved your point.
Hop out and get dried and we will
fit you with some floats.

One other important thing – you
must have your wheels up for all
water landings
FED UP WITH OUR WINTER
Here is a picture to make you
smile and forget all those stupid
‘April Fool’ jokes and bad
weather stories from people who
have an excuse for not flying.

WHO IS KEN LIVINGSTONE
Following a recent publication in
a local newspaper. Is Ken on our
side or has he lost the plot. Has
he ever visited Biggin Hill or
better still aware of its position
relative to the London Congestion
Charge Zone which has done little
for the businesses within its
boundaries. We are sure he has
no knowledge of the plight of
flying clubs which are attached to
the airfield. It would seem that
the dreams of the Airports
Director is falling on very stony
ground, not and ideal surface for
landing the envisaged increase in
passenger
aircraft.
Mr
Livingstone would be far better
off improving the transport
services from the airport to
London which is archaic to say
the
least,
and
yet
the
advertisements refer to easy
access to the city of London. This
is providing you aren’t intending
to return to the airport the same
day. The picture below should be

copied and glued with superglue
to the inside your toilette, but
beware that the crap from within
will block your toilette solid. … !
Unfortunately Ken will survive
because you used ‘superglue’
The picture of Ken was chosen
because of the upward glance as
more crap comes his way – well
he deserves it – SPLAT…!!
MORE HA HA FACTS ……. !
The editor was approached by
Derek ‘The train” saying that
there is a bird in South Africa
which is known as the Har har
Bird – Well the editor is able to
confirm this story as he lived in
Johannesburg for two years and
had visited the city regularly for
20 years as well as all of Africa..

Here are the true facts. There is a
bird
which
is
unique
to
Johannesburg and other areas
within South Africa. It arrives
every morning on time and emits a
cry which sounds quite nice and
goes Har-har-ha-de-ha. It arrives
and then departs. It is quite a nice
friendly bird ! See picture below.

SOLO IN A TIGERMOTH
Following professional advice
Ben Holmes was able to gain his
confidence and complete a solo
flight on the 22nd January 2006 at
Headcorn aerodrome. Well done
Ben – we knew you could do it.
HAPPY HOUR AT THE BAR
From the 13th March until 7th
April between 1600hrs – 1800hrs
all beers and top shelf are £2.
But, by the time you all read this
it may be too late, and the editor
has reaped the benefit of prior
knowledge and got plastered ..!

For your information Africa has six
thousand different species of birds
and one thousand three hundred
species of snakes humpteen
elefumps and hipppotomusses and
millyums of wilderbeast and lots of
hungry lions roaming about and the
coastline is about 36,000 miles of
sandy beaches.
The continent
covers some 11,730,000 sq miles
5.9% of the earths surface
840,000,000 people within 61
territories representing 12% of the
worlds population.
Within this
country and its territories smile,
because, if you happen to upset
someone you are in deep shit !
By the way the Sahara desert is 56
sq miles larger than Australia, so
therefore Australia will fit into the
the African Continent about three
times but the beach maybe a bit
further away than you first thought.
OVERHEARD AT THE BAR
Member drinking at bar suddenly
stands up with severe cramp in one
leg. Older member proceeding to
toilette says, ‘you need salt’ Do I
rub it into my leg was the reply..!

OVERHEARD AT THE BAR
CONTINUED: Young barmaid
apologises for being late to work
due to the fact she had to walk
from ‘Foal Farm’ in Jail Lane a
member says you should have
phoned someone would give you
a lift – you would be quite safe as
there are no layby’s en- route,
you could always pull into
Squires parking area was the
reply, which reminds me of a true
story – Little Red Riding Hood
was on her way to Grandma’s
house when she came across the
Woodman who was carrying a pig
under one arm and a chicken
under the other and offered to
walk her to Grandma’s house.
(Little Red Riding Hood was
carrying a Tin Bath) she said, you
might rape me on the way. The
Woodman replied ‘how can I
possibly rape you’? I’m holding a
pig under one arm and a chicken
under the other ? Well says little
Red Riding Hood, “For a start we
could put the pig under the bath
tub and I could hold the chicken
behind your back …!!
There is always a solution to any
problem you may have in life.

